“Promoting You!”—SCF Section Sponsors
Successful Workshops at Spring Meetings
by John W. Hadley
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don’t like to boast!” This was one of the
first comments made at the opening of
our first session in Anaheim, “Promoting
You: Becoming a Self-Marketing
Machine,” which was attended by about 100
actuaries. This is a frequent refrain we hear
when conducting workshops on how to promote
yourself effectively. In fact, one FSA told us
that “most actuaries instinctively abhor the
whole idea of promotion because we believe
that everything, including our own professional
worth, should be evaluated on its merits […] we
need to understand why this [self-promotion] is
necessary.”
In this two-part interactive workshop we
presented not only why its vital to market
yourself, but also demonstrated practical techniques for going about it in a way that doesn’t
make you come across like a used-car salesman!
We covered the soup-to-nuts techniques for being
an extraordinary influencer by covering three
key areas: psychology, strategy and skills.
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We began by asking “What is the biggest
reason people fail to achieve their goals?” It
boils down to them getting in their own way via
their limiting beliefs. With the help of film
clips from “The Matrix” the group identified the
characteristics of an influencer with a resourceful psychology. What one thinks (or believes)
will directly impact how they feel, which in
turn impacts the actions they take (or don’t
take). Psychology is 80 percent of the battle
when it comes to success, the other 20 percent
is mechanics. We ended this section by taking
the group through an exercise where they identified their limiting beliefs and replaced them
with empowering ones.
Next we turned to networking techniques,
working through what to do (and what not to
do) to be truly effective at expanding and using
your network, whether for business development, career growth or a job search. Most
business owners and consultants intuitively
recognize the value of the “30-second elevator
pitch.” Our experience is that these are
frequently executed very poorly, at least in part
because they are too long. We worked with the
participants to create their own marketing
headline: a 10- to 15-second powerful marketing message designed to generate attention,
interest and a curiosity to know more about
what the influencer does.
We opened the second workshop (“Promoting
You: Clinching The Deal”) with a discussion of
the do’s and don’ts of selling yourself in writing.
We demonstrated this visually with specific
examples, including a particularly lackluster
engagement biography used by a principal at a
major actuarial consulting firm (the names and
details were changed to protect the
innocent…or guilty!). One of the keys is to
always focus on accomplishments instead of
duties and to relate them to the value produced
for your client.
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The final portion of our workshop revealed
the secrets to hitting a home run at every
influencing opportunity. It has been said that
“all buying decisions are based on emotion,
but justified by logic.” Those sellers who are
the most influential appeal to both logic and
emotion. This is where we often find resistance in the audience—as actuaries, we are
conditioned to operate like Mr. Spock from
Star Trek and ignore the emotion. Our final
exercise—“the rule of three”—let participants
practice a very simple technique for getting
down to that emotional level, where they can
create the rapport and understanding that
significantly increase their influence.

The pair of back-to-back workshops seemed
to deliver the intended message as shown by
these comments from one of the many actuaries who stayed for both:
“The session was very informative and
thought-provoking. The interactive
exercises were excellent […] This was
a great session to help actuaries
promote themselves. It serves the
purpose of expanding actuaries into
nontraditional roles.” 
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MAAA, provides
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in Somerville, N.J. He
can be reached at
JWH@johnhadley
associates.com.

Meet The New Kids
The Younger Actuaries section got the nod of approval at the Board of Governors June 2004 meeting. The new section
was created out of the need to establish a stronger link to recently qualified and future actuaries. Led primarily by
younger actuaries, the section will work to advance the actuarial profession by addressing the needs of actuaries who
are in the earlier part of their careers. Among other activities, the section will serve as a venue for identification and
development of future SOA leaders, will educate its members about and give them a voice in SOA activities, increase
the sense of belonging to the profession and develop various programs targeted at professional advancement of
younger actuaries. There is no age or credential requirement to join the section. Senior members are encouraged to
join to stay in touch with the ideas and needs of the next generation of actuaries and to serve as mentors. Candidates
and those early in their career are encouraged to join to link to the profession and benefit from section programs and
activities that will further their professional and personal development. In order to ratify the section, 200 SOA members
must sign up. Please support this cause, sign up today at: www.soa.org/ccm/cms service/stream/asset/?asset_id
=5179052&g11n
For more information, please contact Valentina Isakina, SOA Finance Practice Area Actuary at (847) 706-3584 or
visakina@soa.org
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